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		Junos® Security is the complete and authorized introduction to the new Juniper Networks SRX hardware series. This book not only provides a practical, hands-on field guide to deploying, configuring, and operating SRX, it also serves as a reference to help you prepare for any of the Junos Security Certification examinations offered by Juniper Networks.

	
		Network administrators and security professionals will learn how to use SRX Junos services gateways to address an array of enterprise data network requirements -- including IP routing, intrusion detection, attack mitigation, unified threat management, and WAN acceleration. Junos Security is a clear and detailed roadmap to the SRX product lines.

		
			Get up to speed on Juniper’s multi-function SRX platforms and SRX Junos software
	
			Explore case studies and troubleshooting tips from engineers with extensive SRX experience
	
			Become familiar with SRX security policy, Network Address Translation, and IPSec VPN configuration
	
			Learn about routing fundamentals and high availability with SRX platforms
	
			Discover what sets SRX apart from typical firewalls
	
			Understand the operating system that spans the entire Juniper Networks networking hardware portfolio
	
			Learn about the more commonly deployed branch series SRX as well as the large Data Center SRX firewalls


	
		"I know these authors well. They are out there in the field applying the SRX's industry-leading network security to real world customers everyday. You could not learn from a more talented team of security engineers."

		--Mark Bauhaus, EVP and General Manager, Juniper Networks
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.NET Domain-Driven Design with C#: Problem - Design - Solution (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
.NET Domain-Driven Design with C# Problem Design Solution    

    As the first technical book of its kind, this unique resource walks you through the process of building a real-world application usingDomain-Driven Design implemented in C#. Based on a real application for an existing company, the project featured...
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Switchmode RF Power Amplifiers (Communications Engineering)Newnes, 2007
A majority of people now have a digital mobile device whether it be a cell phone, laptop, or blackberry. Now that we have the mobility we want it to be more versatile and dependable; RF power amplifiers accomplish just that. These amplifiers take a small input and make it stronger and larger creating a wider area of use with a more robust...
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HTML5 and CSS3 Responsive Web Design CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	HTML5 and CSS3 Responsive Web Design Cookbook gives developers a new toolbox for staying connected with this new skillset. Using the clear instructions given in the book, you can apply and create responsive applications and give your web project the latest design and development advantages for mobile devices. Using real-world examples, this...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 with HadoopPackt Publishing, 2013

	With the explosion of data, the open source Apache Hadoop ecosystem is gaining traction, thanks to its huge ecosystem that has arisen around the core functionalities of its distributed file system (HDFS) and Map Reduce. As of today, being able to have SQL Server talking to Hadoop has become increasingly important because the two are indeed...
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Production Grids in Asia: Applications, Developments and Global TiesSpringer, 2009
Production Grids in Asia: Applications, Developments and Global Ties, an edited volume, is based on ISGC (International Symposium on Grid Computing), one of the most prestigious annual events in Asia. It brings together scientists and engineers worldwide to exchange ideas, present challenges/solutions, and introduce future...
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Mastering matplotlibPackt Publishing, 2015

	A practical guide that takes you beyond the basics of matplotlib and gives solutions to plot complex data


	About This Book

	
		Customize, configure, and handle events, and interact with figures using matplotlib
	
		Create highly intricate and complicated graphs using matplotlib
	...
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